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Abstract
Loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP) is a promising diagnostic tool for genetic amplification, which is known 
for its rapid process, simple operation, high amplification efficiency, and excellent sensitivity. However, most of the existing 
heating methods are external for completion of molecular amplification with possibility of contamination of specimens. 
The present research provided an internal heating method for LAMP using magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs), which is called 
nano-LAMP. Near-infrared light with an excitation wavelength of 808 nm was employed as the heating source; hydroxy 
naphthol blue (HNB) was used as an indicator to conduct methodological research. We demonstrate that the best temperature 
was controlled at a working power of 2 W and 4.8 µg/µL concentration of nanoparticles. The lowest limit for the detection 
of HPV by the nano-LAMP method is  102 copies/mL, which was confirmed by a gel electrophoresis assay. In the feasibility 
investigation of validated clinical samples, all 10 positive HPV-6 specimens amplified by nano-LAMP were consistent with 
conventional LAMP methods. Therefore, the nano-LAMP detection method using internal heating of MNPs may bring a 
new vision to the exploration of thermostatic detection in the future.

Keywords Loop-mediated isothermal amplification · Genetic amplification · Magnetic nanoparticles · Human 
papillomavirus · Nano-LAMP

Introduction

Human papillomavirus (HPV) is one of the most common 
sexually transmitted viruses worldwide. In the past 40 years, 
more than 100 types of HPV have been identified including 

high risk that can cause cancer and low-risk types that develop 
condyloma acuminatum (CA) [1, 2]. Over 90% of the cause of 
condyloma acuminatum (CA) is attributed to low-risk HPV 
type 6 or 11 that has been identified by molecular biology [3, 
4], and it has become one of the most frequent sexually trans-
mitted diseases in China [5]. It is also a benign tumor, with 
genitalia and anus as the main site of disease [6]. Surgery, 
cryotherapy, laser therapy, and other treatments are used for 
clinically obvious lesions that are nonspecific and painful for 
patient, rather than addressing the cause of the disease. First 
episode patients should be sexually transmitted disease (STD) 
screened. Therefore, an effective and reliable test for the iden-
tification of HPV genotype is urgently needed.

Currently, DNA or RNA molecular testing of exfoli-
ated or biopsied tissue specimens is applied to test for HPV 
infection. The conventional methods for the identifica-
tion of HPV genotype include polymerase chain reaction 
(PCR), immunohistochemistry, and Luminex suspension 
array technology, which have some shortcomings, such as 
requiring precise equipment, complex operation, low sensi-
tivity, and being time-consuming [7–9]. In the past 20 years, 
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loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP) has been 
used to detect HPV disease [10]. It is a nucleic acid ampli-
fication method, first invented and developed by Notomi 
and co-workers, to amplify a specific DNA region through 
two elongation reactions completed by chain replacement 
DNA polymerase working under isothermal conditions 
[11–13]. Its unique advantage of simple technology and 
high efficiency initiated a new platform in the diagnostic 
field, including screening of mutant virus, bacterial strains, 
analysis of fungicide resistance mutation, drug identification 
and gene analysis and detection [14–17]. Our previous study 
used LAMP HPV-type-specific DNA amplification to detect 
and distinguish six HPV subtypes (HPV-6, 11, 16, 42, 43, 
44) [18]. LAMP has been implemented in a variety of fields 
as an alternative to circumvent the disadvantages of PCR.

Most previous studies about LAMP used external heating 
methods to complete molecular amplification. Nevertheless, 
the development of nanotechnology has opened up a new hori-
zon due to the size [19] and performance [20] advantages of 
nanoparticles (NPs) for clinical research. Although nanotech-
nology improves the sensitivity of detection, there are complex 
nanoprobes and tedious detection steps [21–24]. The latest 
studies showed that NPs were used for rapid detection of novel 
coronavirus [25, 26] in which Au–Fe NPs acted as enhancers 
for internal heating reactions called nanomaterial-assisted PCR 
(nano-PCR) [27–29]. However, nano-PCR needs external con-
ditions to control constant temperature changes, and it seems 
easier to control a single temperature variable. Magnetic NPs 
(MNPs) are practical materials that have been proved to have 
high photothermal conversion efficiency, simple synthesis, 

stability, and low price [30–32]. Here, we report a reliable 
LAMP method for HPV diagnostics using MNPs, which is 
called nano-LAMP. As shown in Scheme 1, we designed 
negatively charged MNPs coated with a thin layer of silicon 
to minimize the entanglement and improve amplification effi-
ciency, because nucleic acids are negatively charged. MNPs 
play the role of photothermal converter to rapidly convert light 
into heat energy for LAMP reaction under the irradiation of an 
808-nm laser. The applicability of nano-LAMP was verified 
by DNA gradient and clinical sample detection, and the results 
were consistent with those of conventional LAMP. A simi-
lar approach can be applied to other HPV types as they share 
the principle of magneto-thermal effect of uniform negatively 
charged nano-particles. Our results indicated a new and reli-
able method suitable for isothermal amplification.

Experimental

Materials

Iron (III) chloride hydrate  (FeCl3•6H2O), ethylene glycol, 
sodium acetate, ammonium hydroxide, primers of HPV-6 and 
agarose were purchased from Sangon Biotech. (Shanghai); 
tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) and (3-aminopropyl) triethox-
ysilane (APTES) were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (USA); 
and Loopamp DNA amplification kit was obtained from Ron-
gyan Biochemistry Company. DNA extraction kit was pur-
chased from Tellgen Life Science (Shanghai, China). Clinical 
samples of HPV are collected from Shanghai Tenth People’s 

Scheme 1  A depicts the 
synthesis process of magnetic 
nanoparticles (MNPs) with 
negative charges. B illustrates of 
the nano-LAMP experimental 
process
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Hospital. Deionized water with 18 MΩ· cm was used for the 
whole experiment. The primers of HPV-6 for LAMP amplifi-
cation were designed on account of the HPV-6 sequences ben-
efit from Primer Explorer V4 Software (Fujitsu, Tokyo, Japan). 
Nucleic Acid genotyping Kit for Human Papillomavirus was 
obtained from Topview Life Technology (Shanghai, China).

Apparatus and characterization

The following are the equipment used in our experiment: 
The sizes and ζ potential of IO-seeds, MNPs were meas-
ured by dynamic light scattering (JEM zetasizer Nano-
ZS90, Malvern). The transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM) images of IO-seeds, IO@Si were obtained from a 
JEM-2100F electron microscope (JEOL, Japan). An 808-nm 
near-infrared (NIR) laser (ADR-1860, Shanghai, China) was 
applied for nano-LAMP experiment; meanwhile, the real-
time temperature and thermal images were monitored by the 
infrared thermal camera (Fotric 225 s, Fotric Technology 
Company, Shanghai, China). A PCR System (ProFlex, Life 
Technology company Shanghai, China) was employed for 
conventional LAMP experiment.

Nucleic acid acquisition of clinical samples

A panel of 25 cervical scrape samples, including HPV-6 
(n = 10), HPV-16 (n = 3), HPV-42 (n = 3), HPV-43 (n = 3), 
HPV-44 (n = 3), and negative samples (n = 3), were collected 
from Shanghai Tenth People’s Hospital and Shanghai Skin 
Disease Hospital. Samples of genital warts were taken from 
all participants using a sampling test paper in accordance 
with standard sampling procedures at recruitment sites. 
DNA for genital warts was taken from all participants in 
accordance with standard sampling procedures at recruit-
ment sites. DNA extraction swabs were placed in tubes 
using a QIA prep Spin Miniprep Kit (Qiagen Translational 
Medicine Co.). The extracted DNA is dispersed in water 
and its quality inspection and concentration quantified by 
spectrophotometer.

Perform the assay with an unknown clinical 
specimen

The specimens were obtained from the genital warts using 
a swab following a strict standard procedure. Swabs were 
then stored in 3 mL transmission tube for DNA extraction by 
using a QIA prep Spin Miniprep Kit (Qiagen Translational 
Medicine Co.). The obtained DNA sample was dissolved in 
50 μL of water. The quality and concentration of DNA were 
detected by U-V spectrophotometer. DNA had characteristic 
absorption peak at 260 nm, and the measured OD 260/280 
radio between 1.8-2.0 was considered can be used for subse-
quent experiments. Finally, the DNA was stored at − 20 °C.

Preparation of nano‑LAMP mixture

Loopamp DNA amplification kit was obtained from Ron-
gyan Biochemistry Company that was employed in LAMP 
experiment. Specifically, LAMP requires five primers (B3, 
F3, BIP, LB, and FIP) to recognize HPV-6 DNA sequences. 
Conventional LAMP reactions were containing Tris–HCL 
40 mM, KCL 20 Mm,  MgSO4 16 mM, (NH4)2SO4 20 Mm, 
Tween20 0.2%, Betaine 1.6 M, HPV-6 specific primers 
(FIP 40 pmol, BIP 40 pmol, Loop-F*6 20 pmol, Loop-B*6 
40 pmol), Bst DNA polymerase 1 μL, deionized water 3.5 
μL, HNB 120 μmol/L, DNA determinand 2 μL.

Nano-LAMP mix containing Tris–HCL 40 mM, KCL 
20 Mm,  MgSO4 16 mM, (NH4)2SO4 20 mM, Tween20 
0.2%, Betaine 1.6 M, HPV-6 specific primers (FIP 40 pmol, 
BIP 40 pmol, Loop-F*6 20 pmol, Loop-B*6 40 pmol), Bst 
DNA polymerase 1 μL, deionized water 0.5 μL, HNB 0.5 
μL, sample determinand 2 μL, 3 μL 40 μg/mL MNPs mag-
netic nanoparticles, and DNA determinand 2 μL.

The HPV-6 specific target sequences are respectively F3 
(5′-AAG TGC AAA TGC CTC CAC  -3′), B3 (5′- TCA AAG 
TGT CTA TAT TGG TTGAT -3′), FIP (5′-TGC ATT CTT 
GCA AAA CAC ACA ATT A-GAC CAG TTG TGC AAG ACG  
-3′), BIP (′5- AAC AGC TAA AGG TCC TGT TTCG-CCA 
TGA AAT TCT AGG CAG CA -3′), LB (5′- AGG CGG CTA 
TCC ATA TGC AG -3′) (accession numbers: HG793938.1 
(HPV-6).

Measurement of aqueous MNP photothermal effect

To measure the photothermal effect (PTT) in experiment, a 
NIR laser (808 nm) was used in aqueous MNP photothermal 
effect and the following clinical DNA specimen detection 
experiment. The total reaction volume is 25 μL containing 
Nano-LAMP mix and MNPs without DNA template. The 
mixture solution was placed in a 0.2 mL EP tube at stepwise 
increased concentrations (0 mg/mL; 2.4 mg/mL; 3.6 mg/mL; 
4.8 mg/mL) and set different exciting laser (1.5 W, 2 W, 
3 W) powers for 10 min respectively. The temperature was 
real-time monitored in 10 min and recorded every 60 s’ tem-
perature change by a photothermal imaging instrument.

Verification of sensitivity and specific of nano‑LAMP

The HPV DNA was diluted in a gradient and the concen-
trations respectively were  107 copies/mL–101 copies/mL in 
turn. Negative control (template DNA is replaced by water) 
was included in each experiment to avoid the contamination. 
The conventional reactions placed in a polymerase chain 
reaction (PCR) instrument at 64 °C constant temperature 
mode for 60 min. The nano-LAMP reactions were treat-
ment with a NIR laser (808 nm) keeping the temperature at 
64–65 °C for 60 min.
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To determine the specificity of nano-LAMP, we ran-
domly select five single infection subtypes (HPV-6, HPV-
16, HPV-42, HPV-43, HPV-44) clinical DNA templates. All 
the primers added in the reaction are HPV-6 primers. The 
conventional reactions placed in a PCR instrument at 64 °C 
constant temperature mode for 60 min. The nano-LAMP 
reactions were treated with a NIR laser (808 nm) keeping 
the temperature at 64 °C for 60 min.

Statistical analysis

All statistics were presented as the mean ± standard devia-
tion of three separate experiments in each group.

Results and discussion

Synthesis and characterizations

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) (Fig. 1A) shows 
the resultant MNPs are uniform in size and consistent with 
the average hydrodynamic diameter of MNPs in the range of 
400 nm (Figure S1C) with a core–shell structure. By com-
paring ζ potential, we verified that MNPs had little effect on 
nucleic acid. The ζ potential of MNPs was about − 26 mV, 
which could be attributed to exposure of the negative charge 
of silicon-linked hydroxyl groups (Fig. 1B). The ζ potential 
of HPV DNA was about − 15 mV, while the ζ potential of 
the mixture of MNPs and DNA was similar to the potential 
of MNPs. To explore the adsorption of the analyte onto the 
MNP surface, we measured the concentration of the prod-
uct (about 2363 μg/μL) by the NanoDrop-2000. In addition, 
MNPs were re-suspended and dispersed with ultra-pure 
water and magnetically separated again for 3 times. It can 
be clearly seen from Fig. 1C that there are a little amount of 
product (19.6 μg/μL) adsorbed on the surface of MNPs non-
specifically after the first magnetic separation. However, the 
product left on the surface of the MNPs is nearly completely 

removed after three magnetic separations that confirmed low 
adhesion of MNPs.

Photothermal properties of MNPs

We evaluated the photothermal performance of MNPs before 
nano-LAMP experiment. Figure 2A shows the frontal ther-
mal imaging of MNP aqueous solution under 808-nm laser. 
When the switch was turned on, the thermal image of the 
solution changed significantly, indicating absorption of near-
infrared light by the MNPs. According to the microscopic 
droplet diagrams in Fig. 2B and C, the temperature change 
of the droplets was more obvious than that of water droplets 
in the presence of MNPs. At a certain power and a fixed 
concentration of MNPs, the final temperature tended to be 
steady-state.

The optimal reaction conditions for the experiment were 
controlled between 60 and 65 °C in our study (Fig. 2D). 
Constant temperature was achieved by adjusting power and 
concentration. To verify the photothermal effect of MNPs, 
dispersive MNP solutions with different concentrations (0, 
3.6, 4.8, and 6 mg/mL) were studied by near-infrared light 
laser (808 nm, 2 W/cm2) irradiation for 10 min. With the 
increase of sample concentration, the temperature elevation 
rate increased significantly (Fig. 2E). In particular, the final 
temperature reached 67.5 °C after being irradiated by near-
infrared laser for 10 min at a concentration of 6 mg/mL, 
indicating good photothermal conversion ability of MNPs. 
In addition to sample concentration-dependent manner, 
MNP-mediated temperature could be adjusted by altering 
the output power of the NIR laser. The conversion heat was 
positively correlated with the NIR power of illumination 
(Fig. 2F). For a clear view of the local photothermal gen-
eration, the infrared camera real-time recorded the ther-
mal images of MNPs with different concentrations under 
different NIR irradiation. The results of infrared thermal 
imaging were matched with those of the digital thermom-
eter (Fig. 2F). MNPs still showed excellent photothermal 

Fig. 1  A SEM of MNPs. (B) ζ potential of MNPs, HPV DNA and MNPs + DNA. (C) The concentration of the product and concentrations of the 
supernatant and the surface of MNPs was measured after three washes and re-suspension was measured by the NanoDrop-2000
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conversion capability after five cycles of NIR laser irradia-
tion, indicating its high photothermal stability (Fig. 2H). 
These consequences indicated that MNPs had excellent pho-
tothermal conversion performance and were a prerequisite 
for nano-LAMP experiments.

Sensitivity of nano‑LAMP for HPV‑6 detection

To evaluate the feasibility of nano-LAMP for HPV-6 detec-
tion, a comparative experiment was conducted between 
nano-LAMP and conventional LAMP. Hydroxynaphthol blue 
(HNB) was used as color indicator in situ by combining with 
 Mg2+ ions and the initial color was blue. When the reaction 
proceeded,  Mg2+ ions reacted with pyrophosphate to pro-
duce magnesium pyrophosphate precipitation. When HNB 
lost  Mg2+, the color became sky blue, while the unreacted 
solution was still violet blue. The amplified products were 
recognized by 1.5% agarose gel electrophoresis at 120 V for 
35 min. The electrophoresis results of positive samples pro-
duced a ladder pattern containing repeat structures and a long 
trailing structure, while the negative sample did not.

The obvious color changes of reactions were consist-
ent with those before reaction (Fig. 3A) and after reaction 
(Fig. 2B). With the addition of matched DNA template, the 
positive reaction appeared blue-green, indicating that the 
nucleic acid amplified steadily free from MNP interference. 
Simultaneously, the low level of interference by MNPs on 
LAMP was verified by gel electrophoresis (Fig. 3C). There 
were bands in the positive reaction and no bands in the 

negative reaction, which was consistent with the color reac-
tion, suggesting that MNPs had little impact on the conven-
tional LAMP reaction. Non-interference by MNPs was the 
prerequisite for our nano-LAMP experiment. On this basis, 
the sensitivity of nano-LAMP was formulated by gradient 
experiment through the internal heating means. As shown in 
Fig. 3D and E, the electrophoresis experiment results repre-
sent the reaction product of different concentrations of HPV 
nucleic acid through nano-LAMP and conventional LAMP 
experiments. In the conventional LAMP test, all positive 
samples had specific trailing bands, while negative samples 
did not generate reaction products. However, at a concentra-
tion of 10 copies/mL, the results using nano-LAMP were 
identified as negative, while conventional LAMP experi-
ment results were positive, indicating that the sensitivity of 
nano-LAMP for HPV-6 was 100 copies/mL, close to that of 
conventional LAMP. These outcomes clearly demonstrated 
the feasibility of nano-LAMP for the detection of HPV-6. At 
the higher concentrations, the results of two methods were 
consistent at high concentrations and the results were similar 
at low concentrations. The specificity of nano-LAMP for 
HPV-6 is sufficient to detect HPV clinical specimens.

The first consideration was to design MNPs with sim-
ple synthesis, low cost, and high photothermal efficiency. 
The second consideration was to minimize adsorption 
between MNPs and nucleic acid, thus reducing interfer-
ence. MNPs met these requirements, with strong photo-
thermal efficiency and little interference with nucleic acid. 
We reviewed some recent literature on nanomaterial-based 

Fig. 2  A The NIR thermal images of nano-LAMP mixture recorded 
by infrared camera during a 808-nm laser irradiation. (B) NIR ther-
mal images of droplets containing MNPs at 40 μg/μL, and ultrapure 
water droplet with laser off (B) and laser on (C). (D) Thermal imager 
recording of 25  min of temperature change. (E) Photothermal con-

version curves of different concentrations (n = 3) and different pow-
ers (F) (n = 3). (G) Thermal images of different samples recorded by 
infrared camera during 808-nm laser irradiation. (H) Photothermal 
transformation curve of five cycles
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optical methods for the determination of HPV (Table 1). To 
compare the performance of this nanomaterial-based opti-
cal methods for the determination of HPV, the nano-LAMP 
method can detect HPV directly by observing the results of 

color changes, and the internal heating method can reduce 
aerosol pollution. Importantly, the materials we use are 
laber free, that is, no antibodies, enzymes or polymers are 
used to modify the surface of the material and it takes into 
account high sensitivity and time saving in the experiment.

Fig. 3  A Images of pre-reac-
tions for conventional LAMP 
(conventional LAMP + and 
conventional LAMP −) and 
reactions added MNPs. (B) 
Post-reaction images for nano-
LAMP (nano-LAMP + and 
nano-LAMP −) after magnetic 
separation. (C) Gel electropho-
resis images of LAMP products 
in A and B. (D) Color contrast 
pictures and electrophoretic 
contrast of HPV DNA diluted 
to different concentrations  (107 
copies/mL–101 copies /mL) of 
HPV-6 DNA were involved in 
conventional LAMP reactions 
and in nano-LAMP reactions 
(E)

Table 1  An overview on recently reported nanomaterial-based optical methods for the determination of HPV

Analyte Nanomaterials Transducer Biomarker Limit of detection Determination Reference

HPV-16 PtS2 nanosheets PEG-PtS2 fluorescence 
biosensor

HPV-16e6 gene frag-
ment

 ~ 0.44 nM Fluorescence (0.5 h) [20]

HPV-16 AgNCs DNA-templated AgNCs DNAzyme  ~ 5.7 pM Fluorescence (> 7 h) [21]
HPV-16/18 Nanodiamonds Spermine-modified 

nanodiamonds
Electrostatic interaction  ~ 5 nM Mass spectrometry (2 h) [19]

HPV Gold nanoparticles A silicon substrate Silane chemistry  ~ 1 pM Fluorescence (2 h) [23]
HPV Gold nanoparticles AuNPs Positively charged avidin  ~ 1 nM Bare eyes (1.5 h) [22]
HPV Magnetic beads Droplet microfluidic 

chips
Streptavidin antibody  ~  103 copies Fluorescent (4.5 h) [24]

HPV Magnetic beads MNPs Label free  ~  102 copies Bare eyes (1 h) This work
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Specificity of nano‑LAMP for HPV‑6 detection

We confirmed the feasibility of nano-LAMP for HPV-6 
detection in a sensitivity study. Nevertheless, the effi-
ciency of LAMP can easily be compromised. We verified 
the specificity of the assay by checking its cross-reactivity, 
for which we selected four HPV types (HPV-6, HPV-42, 
HPV-43, HPV-44) and HPV-6 primers. According to color 
reaction (Fig. 4A) and gel electrophoresis (Fig. 4B), DNA 
amplification proceeded when the primers for HPV-6 were 
matched with target HPV-6 DNA. Besides, we have took 
experiments between other subtypes of primers (HPV-11, 
HPV-16, HPV-42, HPV-43, HPV-44) (Table S3) and clini-
cal specimens. As shown in Figures S2, S3, S4, S5, and S6, 
amplification reactions could be performed only when clini-
cal specimens’ subtypes were matched with primers, and the 
final color changed to sky blue and electrophoresis results 
showed bands representing the specificity of the reaction. 
This indicated that nano-LAMP could avoid cross-reaction, 
and that the designed primers had a high degree of genotype 
matching and could be classified based on genotype.

Feasibility of nano‑LAMP for clinical samples

In the simulated clinical sample group, nano-LAMP exhib-
ited excellent non-interference with nucleic acid and signifi-
cant controlled heating to maintain a constant temperature, 
which were expected to lead to outstanding sensitivity and 
specificity for the clinical specimens. To assess the clinical 
applicability of nano-LAMP, we evaluated clinical speci-
mens from cohorts of patients with HPV-6 and control indi-
viduals without HPV-6. We selected HPV-6 specimens con-
firmed by the Clinical Diagnostic Laboratory of Shanghai 
Tenth People’s Hospital and independently verified.

We randomly selected 10 samples of HPV-6 that had been 
verified in clinical trials. All 10 samples were verified by 

nano-LAMP and conventional LAMP methods. The reac-
tions were completed and magnetic separation was per-
formed (Fig. 5A, B). Color changes of the reagent and elec-
trophoretic strips confirmed that all 10 clinical specimens 
were positive for HPV-6, while the negative samples had no 
color change and electrophoresis showed no stripe. The cor-
responding electrophoresis results verified the consistency 
between nano-LAMP and conventional LAMP. Moreover, 
trailing results appeared in all positive samples (Fig. 5C, 
D). We verified the specificity of nano-LAMP in clinical 
specimens by cross-reaction experiment. We selected two 
high-risk HPV types (HPV-11 and 16) and four low-risk 
HPV types (HPV-6 and 42–44), and three specimens of each 
type were randomly selected. We verified the uniformity 
between nano-LAMP and conventional LAMP. Amplifica-
tion reactions could be performed only when HPV-6 clini-
cal specimens were matched with HPV-6 primers, and the 
final color changed to sky blue (Fig. 5E) and electrophoresis 
results showed bands representing the experimental prod-
uct (Fig. 5F). In contrast, the HPV-6 primer did not match 
the other types of samples (HPV-11, 16 and 42–44), so that 
products showed no color change (Fig. 5E) and no bands 
(Fig. 5F). Our results verified that there was no cross-reac-
tion in nano-LAMP and conventional LAMP, and ensured 
the credibility of the experiment. The results showed that 
nano-LAMP could be used for genotyping of HPV clinical 
specimens.

Conclusions

Here, we explored a magnetic nanoparticle–based inter-
nal heating method for HPV detection called nano-LAMP. 
We successfully verified the high specificity and sensitiv-
ity of clinical specimens of various types of HPV (HPV-6, 
11, 16, 42, 43, 44) by nano-LAMP method. In particular, 

Fig. 4  Results of cross-reaction 
experiment: primers of HPV-6 
and different types of DNA 
(HPV-6, HPV-42, HPV-43, 
HPV-44). (A) Images of 
pre-reactions for conventional 
LAMP, reactions added MNPs 
and post-reaction images for 
nano-LAMP after magnetic 
separation. (B) Gel electropho-
resis images of nano-LAMP 
products
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cross-pollution between specimens can be avoided and does 
not need a sophisticated instrument. Meanwhile, the syn-
thesis method of nano-probe is simple and high yield, and 
the potential application of MNPs in temperature control is 
proved. Therefore, nano-LAMP has the potential feasibility 

and practicality of clinical HPV diagnosis may promote its 
application in the diagnosis and research of other diseases. 
Besides, there are still many challenges for nano-LAMP 
methods due to the amount of the MNPs unable to count 
to control the temperature more accurately. Therefore, the 

Fig. 5  Clinical sample feasibility verification. Ten positive samples 
of HPV-6 were randomly selected for nano-LAMP and conventional 
LAMP. (A) Images of pre-reactions for conventional LAMP reactions 
added MNPs and post-reaction images and for nano-LAMP after 
magnetic separation (B). (C) Gel electrophoresis images of conven-

tional LAMP products and gel electrophoresis images of nano-LAMP 
products (D). (E) Results of cross-reaction validation of clinical sam-
ples: Primers of HPV-6 were reacted with clinical samples (HPV-6, 
HPV-11, HPV-16, and HPV-42–44) for conventional LAMP (F) and 
nano-LAMP (G)
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temperature control performance of MNPs needs to be 
improved and explored.

Supplementary Information The online version contains supplemen-
tary material available at https:// doi. org/ 10. 1007/ s00604- 022- 05283-9.
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